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AI is always operated by people and does not have 
personal agency

- AI operates within the boundaries of the Rules and Orders in the 
form of PROMPT

- It does not do anything that is not given to it as a rule or order. 

- Responsibility should be imposed on the INDIVIDUALS that gives 
the rule or order to the AI

- Fair responsibility while encouraging to exercise caution and 
ethical considerations



Platforms can monitor the users and impose guidelines, 
but in the end the creator of the content is responsible for 
their actions
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Without individual responsibility and the risk of punishment, there is no motivation to 
follow platform guidelines or laws, thus emphasizing individual accountability 
ensures that creators bear the ultimate responsibility for their actions, although 
platforms can still aid in policy enforcement.

Platforms can watch user-generated content and modify AI to prevent rule-breaking 
content, but accurately identifying prohibited AI-generated content is difficult, so 
individual accountability is important for understanding intent and context.
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User responsibility promotes ethical use of AI

Accountability encourages ethical behavior and promotes responsible use of AI 
technology. When individuals know they will be held accountable for the content they 
create, they are more likely to consider the potential consequences and adhere to 
ethical guidelines. 
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Will curb mainstream Innovation and user 
experience

If the whole responsibility of mature content falls on the 
shoulders of platform, they will become overly cautious 
and restrict themselves in further development. Also, this 
will hinder competition of mainstream platforms and give 
rise to more dark-web like entities spawning out.

Further very restrictive nature of platform will hinder user 
experience as individuals will need to jump through many 
hoops implemented by platform, especially with 
rudimentary ability to judge yet phenomenal speed to 
generate content in the heavily grey area for determining 
what’s mature content



Rebuttal 

AI is always operated by people and does not have personal agency

-    Team B said: Platforms oversee the AI because the AI does not have sentience and cannot self-moderate, so the 
platforms should be held accountable for content generated

-  Response:because the AI does not have sentience and cannot self-moderate so AI acts on INPUT that it gets, so the 
entity giving the orders and input should be responsible. Platform responsibility is not enough because the intent of 
the created content is not always clear, so by looking at the individual case we can impose personal responsibility. 

Questions: 

- Platform responsibility only works for preventative measures. When something actually goes wrong, individual 
personality is needed. So if the guidelines don’t work: so if someone uses your picture to create a deepfake for 
sexual content, and the victim sues, should they sue the platform? 

- Are there any situations where the platform would fully take the responsibility and it would not have anything to do 
with the individual? How would this be realistic? 


